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Abstract

The present study, drawing on a quasi-experimental design, is geared towards probing into the value of the delivery of metacognitive control training in improving English as a foreign language (EFL) learners’ performance in textual reading at the university level. To investigate this issue at length, two EFL first-semester groups majoring in English studies were selected as the main respondents. The treatment group trained in metacognitive control consists of sixty-three (n=63) students and the non-treatment group receiving no training is comprised of fifty (n=50) students. These two groups were presented with both a narrative and an expository reading text at the pre- and post-intervention phase along the continuum of the semester (Semester One) and were administered a ‘self-report questionnaire’ at each phase. The findings feature that the treatment group reflected a more significant measure of improvement in terms of the executive and metacognitive control exercised during the reading process than the non-treatment group did. Thus, the study puts forward the implied view that metacognitive control instruction with regard to reading comprehension is to be embedded in the university curriculum for the optimization of the learners’ reading process.
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1. Introduction

The correlation existing between the metacognitive theory, as a new area of cognitive psychology, and reading has earned intense interest among many researchers (e.g., Smith & Dauer, 1984; Casanave, 1988; Jiménez, et al., 1996; Griffith & Ruan, 2005; Li, 2010; Pei, 2014; Boyraz & Altinsoy, 2017). In effect, it can be plainly admitted that the cognitive engagement in the reading process is governed, in large part, by metacognitive thinking and strategic regulation which the overall literature considers as crucial variables in the meaning-construction process (Brown, 1981; Garner, 1987; Paris & Paris, 2001; Tonks & Taboada, 2011; Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014). Thinking metacognitively and critically while attempting to develop efficient sense of any given textual content implies methodical recourse to metacognitive control strategies on the part of learners. These metacognitive strategic moves, if used in a coordinated manner, can guarantee a great measure of efficacy at the level of both comprehension achievement and reading performance.

A large body of previous research substantiated the plain value of metacognitive intervention in optimizing the reading process among learners. In this context, whereas some instructional interventions focused on the instruction of self-questioning (André & Anderson, 1978-79; Janssen, 2002), schemata construction/question generation (Singer & Donlan, 1982), and meaning inferring (Kern, 1989; Hall, 2016), other interventions addressed such techniques as paraphrasing (Lauterbach & Bender, 1995), semantic mapping/experience-text-relationship (Carrell, et al., 1989) and note-taking (Rahmani & Sadeghi, 2011). Further, other reading scholars undertook interventions on think-aloud (Bauman, Seifert-Kessel, & Jones, 1992; Boulware-Gooden, et al., 2007), comprehension monitoring (Bereiter & Bird, 1985; Casanave, 1988), goal-setting (Johnson, Graham, & Harris, 1997), and self-regulation/self-control (Short & Ryan, 1984; Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014; Morshedian, Hemmati, & Sotoudehnama, 2017). These specific reading-related intervention research studies, among others, brought about concrete, positive results at the level of reading performance amongst the target learners and confirmed the viability and efficiency of strategy instruction in the improvement of academic textual reading.

Actually, in most of these above-stated strategy training studies aiming at reinforcing the learners’ reading potential in an effective fashion, it is found that whilst the subjects under the treatment condition were instructed in a single reading strategy, other subjects received training in only some, but not all, the basic strategies which fall within the overall landscape of metacognitive and executive control. This, indeed, cannot allow learners, in a way or another, to develop the complete ability to adopt self-regulated and self-directed reading behavior as a key contributor to the meaning construction procedure. Further, some studies (Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014; Morshedian, et al., 2017) focused on self-regulation/self-control instruction in textual reading without addressing the variable of text genre (i.e., narrative, expository). Taking account of this state of affairs, the current study attempts to put to test the applied value of the process of providing Moroccan EFL university learners with a comprehensive instruction in metacognitive control strategies (planning, monitoring, and evaluating) in approaching various text genres (i.e., narrative, expository).
2. Review of Related Literature

2.1. Metacognition: A Brief Overview

The concept of metacognition was initiated in educational and psychological research by Flavell (1971) who directed his research endeavors towards the study of human memory and thinking processes. It is a form of self-regulation that facilitates the act of monitoring and controlling cognitive performance (Rahimi & Abedi, 2015). Indeed, metacognition denotes critical awareness of the cognitive processes required for performing academic tasks (e.g., reading, writing, listening). As noted by many researchers (Brown, 1980; Hill & Hannaffin, 1997; Lawrence, 2007; Hogan, Dwyer, Harney, Noone, & Conway, 2015) whose research interest is nested within the cognitive theory, metacognition is strongly correlated with cognition. This shows that metacognition constitutes an efficient approach applied for assessing one’s cognitive knowledge and abilities with regard to reading performance.

According to Brown (1980), metacognition is conceptualized as “the deliberate conscious control of one’s own cognitive actions” in undertaking the reading task. It occupies a crucial part in enabling readers to be entirely aware of the process of understanding written texts by applying the effectual strategies that constitute the basic footsteps towards accomplishing the textual comprehension. In a similar way, Dewitz, Carr, and Patberg (1987) state that metacognition refers to the readers’ awareness of their level or degree of understanding and their ability to regulate the process of comprehension as they proceed through texts (p.111). This clearly shows that, by involving themselves in a sophisticated kind of metacognitive thinking, readers will be able to conduct, direct and guide their reading process with greater effectiveness and utter facility.

Thus, the fundamental link relating metacognition and the reading process, as two essential constructs, is expressly manifest in various aspects which are incarnated in planning, monitoring and evaluating that are involved in textual reading. These strategies, reflecting the metacognitive nature of reading and the substantial amount of the learners’ awareness of text processing, explicitly reveal the underlying premise that metacognitive thinking plays a critical role in assisting the learners to approach reading texts with much greater efficiency and success. Obviously, an effective comprehension of the text requires and depends on the aforementioned metacognitive processes which are addressed in the following sub-sections.

A. Planning:

As an efficient metacognitive strategy enabling learners to organize the way of conducting a studying task, planning is a solid foundation upon which the process of reading is strongly based (Msaddek, 2016). This strategy refers to “the cognitive processes that function to control information processing or task performance from the outset” (Schmitt & Newby, 1986, p.30). It is the initial step that university students, as mature, capable learners, are expected to take in order to facilitate the process of coping with a given learning task. It is through planning that learners tend to determine the goals related to the task and select the promising strategies that have to be implemented to achieve an adequate understanding. In effect, as it constitutes an underlying strategy that entails a great amount of metacognitive
thinking, planning is “goal-related” (Schmitt & Newby, 1986). It is at this stage that learners decide to take the appropriate pathway through which they can diligently approach the learning task.

B. Monitoring:

Monitoring, as a ‘regulatory’ learning strategy, refers to “one’s awareness of comprehension and task performance while in the process of performing a specific task” (Nietfeld, Cao, & Osborne, 2005, p.9). It is, indeed, another essential metacognitive strategy which enables learners to be fully aware of the process of understanding. In other terms, monitoring, when undertaking a given reading task, gives learners the opportunity to ensure that the process of comprehension is effectively undertaken. For Nietfeld et al. (2005), who basically underscore the critical significance of the monitoring strategy in dealing with different studying tasks, effective monitoring “aids students in keeping track of ongoing cognitive processes and using regulatory strategies to solve problems” (p.9).

C. Evaluating:

Evaluating can be defined as an effectual medium of assessing the process of learning. It refers to “appraising the products and regulatory processes of one’s learning” (Schraw & Moshman, 1995, p. 355). In fact, as a basic metacognitive strategy, evaluating is a sophisticated kind of critical thinking since it allows learners to know the extent to which their understanding of the academic task is entirely attained. Further, by evaluating their conducted learning process, EFL learners can identify their major weaknesses and strengths in that they can examine the efficiency of the implemented strategies and improve their way of approaching and coping with the subsequent studying tasks. This manifests that the evaluation act can be conceived of as the most paramount strategy via which the learners critically reflect upon and metacognitively rethink their assimilation and understanding of the different academic tasks. It assists them to measure the extent to which their mastery of the content of the material under focus is achieved.

Clearly, planning, monitoring, and evaluating remain the potent footsteps in the process of EFL reading since they allow learners to handle a range of reading tasks in a seemingly effectual and organized way. In fact, it can be assumed that executing the reading process requires that learners direct, regulate and control the use of strategies in order to reach the meaning.

2.2. The Role of Executive Control in the Reading Process

Executive control is conceptualized as an efficient, feasible method of organizing, directing and controlling any given learning/reading act. For many researchers (e.g., Garner, 1987; Fernandez-Duque et al., 2000), executive control and metacognition are interrelated as they presuppose sophisticated, effective strategy use for regulating cognitive performance. This showcases that executive control, entailing a vast amount of high-level thinking and rationality, incorporates three key strategies which can be referred to as planning, monitoring and evaluating. Actually, the execution of these stated metacognitive strategies entails
self-control, critical thinking, and rational reasoning for achieving an efficiency-driven sort of comprehension during the process of reading.

To further elaborate upon the concept of executive control, Sternberg (1984) sets forth a broad host of executive processes that really constitute the backbone of analyzing and interpreting information. They are inextricably related to the processes of planning, monitoring and evaluating which can be starkly manifested in what follows: (a) deciding on the nature of the problem, (b) deciding on the performance components relevant for solving tasks, (c) deciding how strategically to combine performance components, (d) selecting a mental representation for information, (e) allocating resources for problem solution, (f) monitoring solution processes, and (g) being sensitive to external feedback (Sternberg, 1984). These processes of executive control can be viewed as contributing factors for assisting learners to fully conceive and process the information included in the various learning tasks. In fact, Sternberg (1984) tends to associate these stated processes with the intelligence of the learner. In this respect, it can be declared that “executive control is the aptitude” (Gaskins et al., 2007, p. 213) by means of which learners conduct their reading process more effectively and properly.

Hence, it is reasonable to confirm that executive control is part and parcel of metacognition. They both involve similar aspects that typically characterize the processes of undertaking learning tasks. As noted by Shimamura (2000), “both metacognitive control and executive control share the primary feature of enabling top-down modulation of cognitive processes” (p.315). This common point between metacognition and executive control is markedly obvious in their great emphasis on the effective analysis and synthesis of the learning and reading tasks. Moreover, Garner (1987) states that both metacognition and executive control stress the strategies used by learners (e.g., cognitive, metacognitive). However, it can be declared that, whereas research on metacognition focuses on the cognitive knowledge of any learning endeavour, research on executive control highlights the control reflected by learners for any task performance (Cavanaugh & Perlmutter, 1982).

Obviously, executive control occupies a major part in enabling EFL learners to opt for the effective strategies for achieving an adequate understanding of the content of a given written discourse. This shows that executive control is a key prerequisite to the conduct of any academic undertaking. It is considered as an optimal method of regulating and guiding the process of analyzing information in a more potentially successful, perfect manner.

2.3. Self-control/ Self-regulation Training

Self-control involves using strategies and taking control of the learning process. It is used interchangeably with the concept of self-regulation in the domain of metacognitive theory (Zimmerman, 1990; Wenden, 1991). In fact, training in self-control reflects the metacognitive as well as the executive aspects that characterize the learning act in all its forms and manifestations. In fact, the approach of self-control/ self-regulation training is intended to initiate learners into the overall knowledge of self-regulatory strategies needed for the execution of academic tasks. Thus, without the possession of solid awareness of the characteristics of the cognitive learning/reading activity and the potent techniques that can
facilitate effective comprehension, learners cannot develop and advance their cognitive abilities. In this regard, Boekaerts (1999) maintains that self-regulated learning is predicated on the selection, combination, and coordination of strategies in an effective manner. This reveals that self-control, as a self-regulatory procedure, can increase the learners’ potential in coping with a diversity of academic written discourse.

Obviously, self-control training procedures instruct students explicitly how to monitor and evaluate their performance (Paris et al., 1986, p.106). It is an efficient instructional method that encourages learners to think critically and metacognitively while attempting to approach a particular reading text. Put differently, this type of instruction helps to develop the readers’ ability to plan the course of the reading process, monitor their ongoing comprehension and assess the extent to which an adequate understanding of the text is achieved. This reflects that self-control, as an effectual technique of regulating and orienting one’s cognitive performance in textual reading, necessitates a certain measure of awareness of the strategies that should be used in seeking text understanding. In this view, Wenden (1991) states that:

Providing students with training in self-regulation (also referred to as self-control training) increases the likelihood of strategy maintenance and transfer commonly acknowledged measures of the success of any kind of skill training. In the absence of this type of self-control training, learners will not become autonomous in their use of strategies and will remain dependent on their teachers. (p.106)

In effect, self-control/ self-regulation training was operated by many leading researchers (e.g., Short & Ryan, 1984; Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014). For instance, in an attempt to enhance less skilled readers’ comprehension of written texts, Short and Ryan (1984) conducted self-control training. They assigned the learners with a narrative text (story) and encouraged them to raise a set of wh-questions while being engaged in the reading process. The findings indicate that self-control instruction can increasingly improve the process of understanding, namely among less skilled readers. Another training study undertaken by Maftoon and Tasnimi (2014) features the significant effect of the inclusion of self-regulation/ self-control in the instruction of the reading process to EFL learners. The latter were exposed to a wide range of self-regulatory strategies (i.e., organizing, planning, monitoring, information seeking, self-evaluation) and manifested tangible reading improvement.

In essence, a grouping of educational researchers (Butler, Cartier, Schenllert, Gagnon, & Giammarino, 2011; Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014; Roohani & Asiabani, 2015; Morshedian, et al., 2017) strongly advocate the perceived usefulness and efficacy of the adoption of self-regulated/ self-controlled reading in academic contexts as it results in enhanced, competent kind of textual reading among the learners. This provides evidence that self-regulated/ self-controlled reading is a functional determinant of successful achievement at the level of reading comprehension.

Thus, the purposeful delivery of self-control/ self-regulation training in metacognitive reading processes (e.g., planning, monitoring, and evaluating) can be a proper, optimal technique in strengthening the learners’ cognitive capability and enabling them to use the
strategies more frequently in processing the different written texts. Noteworthy is the premise that the learners, being exposed to this kind of self-control instruction, can develop the metacognitive knowledge pertaining to deeper textual analysis in potentially differing ways. This is the focal goal orientating the conduct of this research study.

3. Research Questions & Hypotheses

The experimental study under scrutiny probes into the worth of the delivery of metacognitive training in improving EFL learners’ metacognitive control in textual reading. For the fulfillment of this objective, three research instruments were implemented to elicit insightful, rich data. These instruments include a set of selected reading comprehension texts (narrative & expository), a ‘self-report questionnaire’, and strategy training. Thus, two research questions directing this research study have been formulated:

a- Do Moroccan EFL university learners make use of metacognitive control strategies?

b- To what extent does metacognitive control training enhance Moroccan EFL university learners’ strategic reading behavior?

In light of these stated research questions, two main hypotheses have been put forward for the conduct of a rigorous kind of data analysis.

1-Moroccan EFL university learners do not utilize the metacognitive control strategies for processing academic written texts more frequently.

2-Metacognitive control training can enhance Moroccan EFL university learners’ strategic reading behavior.

4. Method

4.1. Participants

One hundred and thirteen (113) Moroccan EFL university students belonging to the English language department at the Faculty of Letters and Human Sciences, Mohammed V- Agdal in Rabat were the main respondents for the current study. The two groups were randomly selected and the gender issue was not controlled. One group consisting of sixty-three (n=63) students, was trained in using metacognitive control strategies and the other group, including fifty (n=50) students, received no training in these strategies. Both groups were assigned two reading comprehension texts (i.e., narrative, expository) at the pre- and post-intervention stage along the course of the semester (Semester One).

4.2. Instrumentation

The instruments implemented in this quasi-experimental study included reading texts (narrative & expository), a ‘self-report questionnaire’, and metacognitive control training. By using these data collection instruments, the study adopts a qualitative and quantitative approach for conducting thorough investigation of the research topic at issue. In effect, the prime impetus for the assignment of the pre- and post-intervention reading texts is to ensure whether the process of training the target subjects (the experimental group) in making efficient use of metacognitive control strategies (e.g., planning, monitoring, and evaluating)
can have any potential impact on the EFL learners’ strategic behavior and reading capabilities. In other words, the use of the pre- and post-treatment reading texts (i.e., narrative, expository) can reveal the degree to which the undertaken training in metacognitive control is of great significance. Obviously, the two reading comprehension texts (narrative & expository) of the pre- as well as the post-treatment, which were operated throughout this experimental study, are seemingly identical in format and are manifestly comparable, to some extent, at the linguistic level, length and the nature of the comprehension questions.

As to the ‘self-report questionnaire’, it was used for the sake of obtaining insights pertaining to the EFL learners’ strategic reading behavior. It is an effective technique of eliciting data on the major mental mechanisms and metacognitive processes that learners engage in to synthesize the text input. Therefore, the adoption of this kind of questionnaire, which was administered to the target subjects both before and after the conducted experimental treatment, derives from the basic premise that it is a certain measurement tool that substantially provides thorough insights into the strategies employed in EFL text processing (e.g., Anani Sarab & Reihani, 2010; Shellings, 2011) as it gives an overall overview of how the strategic reading moves (e.g., planning, monitoring, and evaluating) are conducted and effected by EFL learners. In addition to exploring the ‘heuristic’ processes utilized by the target learners, the operated questionnaire is intended to measure the extent to which metacognitive control strategies can be acquired by the experimental subjects through the strategy training as compared to the control group which was not initiated into any intervention.

The ultimate aim of the training in metacognitive control, which is a key part of this quasi-experimental study, is the mere provision of Moroccan EFL university students with the underlying metacognitive strategic moves used in text processing and meaning analysis. The treatment group, targeted in this case study, was exposed to the process of practising and applying the focused control strategies in analyzing and approaching written discourse (e.g., narrative, expository) for the whole semester (Semester One). Essentially, given the marked premise that most learners inadequately use metacognitive reading strategies, the training in metacognitive control is intended to equip the experimental EFL learners with planning, monitoring and evaluating strategies. The main rationale for the adoption of this kind of training is that it can aid the subjects to strengthen their knowledge pertaining to diverse metacognitive control strategies (e.g., planning, monitoring, evaluating), initiate them into the operation of practising the taught strategies and help them foster the potential of applying them more independently (e.g., Jones et al., 1987; Pressley, 2000; Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014; Morshedian et al., 2017).

4.3. Procedure

Both the experimental and the control groups, at the pre-intervention level, were exposed to two reading texts (narrative and expository) which include four major tasks (wh-questions, meaning inferring, paraphrasing, and summary writing). Upon finishing the reading procedure and providing the responses, they were required to fill out the ‘self-report questionnaire’ with a view to tapping into the metacognitive control strategies that they utilized in the course of processing and developing sense of the textual content. Of course,
this questionnaire can provide clear insights into the learners’ reading strategic steps. The conducted training in metacognitive control, which was received by the experimental EFL subjects, lasted for a semester-long period. Each instructional intervention session was allotted three hours per week. Notably, throughout the training sessions (14 sessions), a series of reading comprehension texts (narrative & expository) was assigned to the EFL group under investigation and effectively studied in an attempt to enable the actual applicability of the instructed metacognitive control strategies. Further, this can allow the target EFL learners to call upon and put into actual practice all the taught strategies (e.g., planning, monitoring, and evaluating) that can guarantee an in-depth analysis and full comprehension of the content, and thus advance and promote their text-processing capabilities more efficiently while coping with subsequent printed discourse.

At the final stage of the metacognitive strategy training, two reading comprehension texts (i.e., narrative, expository) were assigned to the participant EFL groups (control & experimental). Indeed, the narrative and expository reading texts administered at the post-intervention phase are regarded as an effectual measure of whether the perceived effect of metacognitive training on the EFL learners’ reading efficiency is noticeably fruitful. This was accompanied with the same ‘self-report questionnaire’ for revealing whether the treatment group had nurtured and put into play the focused metacognitive control strategies (e.g., planning, monitoring, evaluating) for generating effective sense of the academic written texts.

The data obtained through the ‘self-report questionnaire’ were computed through the Excel software Program (version 2007) to showcase the impact of metacognitive control training on the target subjects’ use of metacognitive control strategies (e.g., planning, monitoring, evaluating) in text processing. This was reflected at the pre- and post-intervention level for both control and experimental groups. The reported metacognitive processes were numerically counted in percentile forms and turned into illustrative figures. This provides insights into whether the intervention can positively impact the EFL readers’ strategic behaviour, especially among the treatment group.

5. Results

5.1. Metacognitive Control Use among the Control Group in EFL Text Reading

As manifestly reported in Figure 1 and Table 1, the metacognitive control strategies targeted in this study were not sufficiently implemented by the participating EFL learners in their way of conducting textual reading and constructing the contained meaning. The reached findings are summed up in the following figure and table.
The strategies of planning, monitoring and evaluating, as it is shown above (see Figure 1 & Table 1), were not adequately depended on by the control subjects in their engagement in the reading process. Clearly, insufficiency in planning prior to being engaged in reading either the narrative or the expository text was a manifest fact among the EFL participants. At the pre-treatment stage, the control subjects did report planning their reading by setting goals for both the narrative and expository reading texts with a frequent use of 30%. As to monitoring, the target subjects did read the narrative and expository text by exercising a certain measure of monitoring for comprehending the textual meaning with frequent occurrences of 44% and 50% respectively. Further, the strategy of evaluating was made use of in processing the
assigned texts (i.e., narrative, expository) with a frequency of 4%.

At the post-treatment stage, the subjects in the control group stated that they depended, to some extent, on planning with a percentage of 36% for the narrative and expository written texts. On the other hand, the participants in this group maintained that they had recourse to progress monitoring in analyzing the narrative and expository written discourse with percentages of 48% and 52% sequentially. However, the respondents did affirm that they resorted to evaluating, as a metacognitive strategic move, in reading both types of texts (i.e., narrative, expository) with a similar proportion of 6%. Generally, it can be deduced that planning, monitoring and evaluating, as metacognitive control steps of accessing textual input, were not implemented by the EFL control group to a highly extended degree along the pre-and post-intervention continuum.

5.2. Metacognitive Control Use among the Treatment Group in EFL Text Reading

It is plausible, as Figure 2 and Table 2 display, that the large majority of the participants of the intervention group revealed a marked improvement at the level of directing and controlling their undertaken reading of the written discourse (i.e., narrative, expository) assigned to them throughout the pre-post-intervention stage. The results are manifested in the ensuing figure and table.
Table 2. Treatment Group’s Dependency on Metacognitive Control during the Reading Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention Stages</th>
<th>Treatment Group (N=63)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative Text</td>
<td>Expository Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P.</td>
<td>M.</td>
<td>E.</td>
<td>P.</td>
<td>M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>44.44%</td>
<td>39.68%</td>
<td>6.34%</td>
<td>44.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>61.90%</td>
<td>88.88%</td>
<td>68.25%</td>
<td>55.55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the data reported above, it is manifest that at the pre-intervention level, the treatment group maintained that they had recourse to the technique of metacognitive planning for both kinds of texts, narrative and expository, with an occurrence of 44.44%. For comprehension monitoring, the participants tended to depend upon this procedure with the intent of achieving understanding with frequencies of 39.68% and 42.85% in reading narrative and expository texts respectively. Additionally, the target EFL learners of this group evaluated their reading performance while reading the narrative and expository texts with a similar percentage of 6.34%.

At the post-intervention level, the data show that a significant number of the learners in the treatment group did use the metacognitive control strategies of planning, monitoring and evaluating during reading the narrative as well as the expository text (see Figure 2 & Table 2). The process of planning in an attempt to cope with the narrative and expository text content was executed with frequencies of 61.90% and 55.55% sequentially. Further, 88.88% of frequent occurrence represents the act monitoring the comprehension of the narrative text in order to attain adequate understanding, whereas 90.47% of frequent use of monitoring characterizes the procedure of monitoring the expository textual input. Also, evaluating the narrative and the expository text content was carried out among the target learners with percentages of 68.25% and 73.01% respectively. This reveals that the learners’ increasing engagement in metacognitive control processes in coping with textual input can be underpinned by explicit training in these processes (e.g., planning, monitoring, evaluating).

6. Discussion

The present study made an inquiry into the practical value of the delivery of metacognitive control training in revamping EFL learners’ strategic behaviour in textual processing. Thus, the study investigated how training in metacognitive self-regulation can serve both as a driving force for and potential predictor of the effective usage of planning, monitoring and evaluating that form the core, generic strategies in EFL reading in particular, and in reading in other languages (e.g., Arabic, French, Spanish, German, Russian) in general.

By drawing a comparison between the metacognitive control enacted before the intervention and the one called upon by both groups (control and treatment) after the intervention, it is evident that the treatment group developed and acquired a somewhat sophisticated kind of...
metacognitive monitoring and control deemed necessary for the construction of a coherent understanding of the textual input. Simply put, at the pre-treatment level, both groups seemed to be parallel, to an extent, in the use of metacognitive control which was rather somewhat undeveloped and limited. This confirms the first hypothesis stated in this study that Moroccan EFL university learners do not draw upon the key metacognitive reading strategies for processing written texts in an effective fashion. This finding is in concert with prior research studies (e.g., Meniado, 2016; Tabataba’ian & Zabihi, 2011) showing insufficiency in the use of metacognitive reading strategies amongst learners. Yet, at post-treatment, the strategies underlying metacognitive control were characterized by sufficiency and effectiveness among the treatment group.

In effect, substantive improvement was exhibited in terms of planning, monitoring and evaluating strategies from pre- to post-intervention among the treatment group. Obviously, both concrete increase and manifest enhancement did mark the strategy-instructed participants’ metacognitive control application. They gained sufficient knowledge of the basic strategic processes that are sturdily founded upon ‘self-regulation’ and ‘self-control’. Therefore, the development of self-regulated and self-directed reading ability among the experimental group can be ascribed to the training they received throughout the semester-long period. This is, in a way, in utter concordance with the findings attained by previous research (e.g., Carell, et al., 1989; Boulware-Gooden, et al., 2007; Rupley, et al., 2009; Wichadee, 2011; Pei, 2014; Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014; Morshedian, et al., 2017). In this vein, the claim postulated in the second research hypothesis that strategy training can increase metacognitive control in textual reading among EFL learners can be positively confirmed. This view underscores that fostering a strategic, planned reading act among the EFL learners is predicated on metacognitive training which plays a great part in strengthening metacognitive control and monitoring pertaining to textual analysis and synthesis.

7. Conclusion

The study under investigation placed into perspective the premise that metacognitive control, which necessitates the reliance on high-order thinking skills on the part of the learners, can be deemed of paramount importance for the advancement of strategic reading behavior. This gives credence to the view that insufficient use of planning, monitoring and evaluating can be traceable to the lack of exposure to and training in metacognitive control as some researchers (e.g., Maftoon & Tasnimi, 2014; Meniado, 2016; Morshedian, et al., 2017) claim. Hence, a considerable rethink is required in order that learners’ reading potentiality can be advanced to a rather higher level.

In this context, the concerned academics and instructors are required to allocate a significant portion of the academic sessions to the explicit, purposeful teaching of metacognitive control as a promising gateway into refining the EFL learners’ reading performance along the continuum of their studies at the university level. Within these parameters, metacognitive control training should be the practical focus of the Reading Comprehension Course in Moroccan tertiary education, especially in the first and second semesters. In essence, the inclusion of metacognitive control in the university curriculum can potentially predict an
empowered, self-regulated reading act that facilitates academic success for learners in varying ways.

Overall, given the insightful nature of the findings reached in light of this study, few limitations can be brought forward. The main limitation encountered the target study was the issue of generalizability. Indeed, delimiting this quasi-experimental case study to the EFL learners studying at the Faculty of Letters and Humanities in Rabat suggests that EFL learners belonging to different Moroccan higher education institutions be the primary target of future academic research for warranting a global representativeness of the Moroccan EFL learners. Another limitation relates to the assumption whether instruction in metacognitive control can have a long-term or short-term effect on the target EFL learners. Put it simply, the findings of the study could be more consistent if the strategy-instructed group had been administered other post-intervention reading texts (i.e., narrative, expository) accompanied with another ‘self-report questionnaire’ in the subsequent semesters. This could ensure the permanency of metacognitive control use among the EFL subjects under focus and preclude the possibility that the influence of metacognitive training on the EFL learners’ reading behavior is characterized by immediacy and transiency. Thus, prospective, relevant research studies should be directed towards this line of enquiry for further substantiation of the results.
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